The Great Federation Showdown:
IdP versus SP
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IdP vs SP: what to expect?
● Federation is a division of labor between IdP and SP
● Things are complicated, federation is no exception
● A choice, whether “good” or “bad”, usually makes sense
in the context in which it is made
● You can expect this session to probe such contexts
● So question, discuss, listen and have fun!
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Ground rules
● Referee starts each round by picking a question/issue
and the team that will address it
● Before that team responds, the other team may briefly
amplify the question, if they wish
● The addressed team responds to the question/issue
● The other team may give a brief rebuttal, if they wish
● Audience members may jump into the ring at any time
● Don’t make me blow my whistle! J
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Team IdP: Campus Crushers

Team SP: Academic Avengers

Brett Beiber, U Nebraska
Eats Journalism students

Jim Basney, NCSA
Searches for R&S + Sirtfi IdPs

Mary Dunker, Virginia Tech
Doberman rides in her sidecar

Scott Koranda, UW-Milwaukee
Plays Cerveny CC 5 valve rotary

Jacob Farmer, Indiana U
Destroys physical servers

Joe Schwarze, ORCID
Competes in full-contact combat
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www.incommon.org

Most IdPs are geared towards making
contracted SPs available to their campus
and don’t support federated academic
sites
89% of InCommon IdPs do not support the R&S entity
category. Since this is a basic requirement for R&S SPs
to rely on campus credentials, shouldn’t R&S SPs look
to ORCID or other non-campus sources to address their
user credential needs?
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www.incommon.org

Most SPs don’t care about federation
standards or multi-lateral federation –
they’re a headache to deal with!
Unique, per-SP, approaches to receiving attributes and
identifiers, exchanging metadata(!!), and key-rollover.
And just forget about security. Signatures and
encryption? They don’t care, they can’t handle.
This leaves IdP operators to act as reluctant
gatekeepers of identity data to protect it from
incompetent SP operators.
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www.incommon.org

Many IdPs make no changes until
someone asks for them
This behavior is guaranteed to produce user frustration.
It’s difficult for them to determine the problem or its
resolution. This undermines the ability of federation to
scale.
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www.incommon.org

SPs don’t actually use assurance/MFA
profiles
If SPs don’t say they need them, why should IdPs do the
work to implement them?
REFEDS MFA Profile is now out there – are there any
takers?
How do we avoid the chicken-and-egg problem of SPs
not adopting until IdPs support, and IdPs not supporting
until SPs adopt?
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www.incommon.org

IdP operators decide whether they trust an
SP and configure accordingly.
Isn’t it the user’s decision to trust or not?
Or is this just another consequence of IdPs being
geared towards making contracted SPs available to their
campus?
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www.incommon.org

SPs can’t be trusted to protect student
data
InCommon’s Participation Agreement addresses SP
handling of personal information, but that is with
InCommon - no contractual protection flows through to
each InCommon IdP.
Would SPs be willing to execute a “FERPA Addendum”
that addresses that gap?
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www.incommon.org

Campus identities are stronger
than social identities – really??
Google bad: give credentials to anyone
Campus good: strong identity vetting, user attributes
Google good: MFA; they know your phone number;
best security team in the world
Campus bad: they don’t release attributes, don’t do
MFA, don’t do federated security incident response, and
they run out of date IdP software
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SPs misuse “email”

Overload as user identifier, contact, authorizer.
SPs lack means of renaming an account when an email
address changes.
Use of @domain part to authorize is hideous! IdPs must
create fake email domains and incorporate SP-specific
workarounds into their IAM processes to support this
practice.
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IdPs that don’t publish logo and error
handling URLs
Not having these produces poor user experience
accessing SPs that are not of campus-contracted.
57% of InCommon IdPs don’t have a logo URL
67% don’t have an error URL
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www.incommon.org

Why can’t all SPs be like my favorite one?

SP’s Admin UI parses IdP metadata to fill in default
values.
Easy to add IdPs and specify their federation protocol.
Easy to specify user identifiers and map attributes.
They use federation for disruption-less key rollover.
It just works!
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